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Abstract 
In the present work, the mechanical behaviour of a reinforced concrete beam was evaluated in a four points bending test. For this 
purpose, a configuration of two Acoustic Emission (AE) sensors, tuned in 150 kHz, was set and at the same time. The load-
displacement curve was implemented by using a load cell and a LVDT. The characterized concrete beam corresponds to a type of 
high performance H80 without shear reinforcement. Different levels of damage in function of the AE parameters measured were 
evaluated in function of load percentage. The aim of this study is to identify parameters of EA such as b-value, RA, that could be 
relevant in the mechanical behaviour of the beam. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Acoustic Emission (AE) is the name of the physical phenomenon that consists of elastic waves generation in a 
material when it is subjected to stressing and is due to the change of its deformation or stress field. Registration of 
these signals is known as a non-destructive test method (NDT).  
AE is classified as a passive NDT since it needs elastic wave sources as nucleation or crack propagation in the 
material. In NDT method, elastic waves are produced in the material and then, these waves can be detected 
accounting for defects existence or present damages in the studied structures. The main objective of AE is to provide 
valid information to predict a possible catastrophic failure or to evaluate the level of damage in a material. 
Generally, piezoelectric transducers are used for the detection of signals, broadband or tuned, which transform 
mechanical wave into an electrical signal. The typical parameters that characterize these AE events are: amplitude, 
duration, rise time, energy, RMS and counts. In Fig. 1, it is shown the typical parameters of AE discrete electrical 
signal at the output of a sensor, called burst.  
 
Fig. 1. Typical parameters in an electrical signal of AE event. 
 
The b-value is an important parameter to study as it is a good indicator of the state in which the damage 
progresses in terms of the structural integrity of the studied beam. The mathematical expression arises from the 
Gutenberg-Richter formula commonly used in seismology: 
bMaN  log   (1) 
where N is the number of earthquakes of magnitude greater than M, b is an empirical constant and M is the 
Richter magnitude of earthquakes. 
In the AE case, that formula is rewritten as: 
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in this case, N is the number of events with amplitude greater than the threshold value used, A is the amplitude 
value of those events in decibels (dB) and b is an empirical constant, but in the last case b is called “b-value”. Other 
typical parameters of AE used in this work are: medium frequency and duration, 
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Both parameters allowed defining the new relation:  
Amplitude
RiseTime
RA    (4) 
The RA lets the evaluation of the different kind of stresses, traction and shear, see Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Types of events in function of the applied stress. 
Previous papers study AE in concrete and rocks, and was evaluated the b value parameter: 
Rao and Prasanna Lakshmi (2005) analyzed in detailed AE produced during compression and brittle fracture of 
rock using advanced software to calculate the b value, and the improve b value parameter. 
Aggelis et al. (2011) studied the characterization of fracture process of concrete reinforced with steel fibres. 
Different acoustic emission rates are correlated to the damage accumulation and the kind of source. 
Vidya Sagar et al. (2012) is studied and discussed characteristics of AE emitted by a concrete specimen and it was 
observed that AE based on the analysis of the b value serves as a tool to identify structural damages of the concrete 
sample.  
2. Experimental procedure. Methodology 
For this work a reinforced concrete beam, a high-performance concrete with strength more than 60 MPa was 
used, with 2400 mm long to 300 mm high and 120 mm thickness was practiced. For the test on four-point bending 
which a loading frame and two hydraulic actuators were used, see Fig. 3 (a). The load was recorded by a load cell, 
see Fig. 3 (b). The displacement in the middle section of the beam was measured by a LVDT; see Fig. 4 (a) and a 
displacement speed was relatively constant. Both values were recorded as analogic external parameters on the PCI-2 
of the Physical Acoustics Corporation of 2 channels. Two sensors tuned in 150 kHz were set up for the AE signal, 
put up at 1000 mm from each other; approximately, see Fig. 3 (a). 
The test began with a preload or initial load of 410 kgf in the beam, reached to the theoretical service load of 
2710 kgf, for then took it to the crack 5380 kgf approximately (load values are referred to a single actuator). From 
the point of view of the AE parameters, a continuous record is had up to the final load. During the test, the evolution 
of the different parameters in real time was observed through graphical them in the computer, waveforms of acoustic 
emissions and the values recorded by the load cell, see Fig. 4 (b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) test photography, measure configuration; (b) load cell between actuator and the beam. 
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Fig. 4. (a) LVDT, measure of displacement device; (b) records of AE parameters and load cell values. 
3. Results and discussion 
Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the load-displacement curve during the test made up to the maximum load value 
reached. We can distinguish four differentiated intervals in the curve. In the first interval, it is visualized a 
displacement attributed to the accommodations and elastomers compression that were placed to minimize the 
friction noise. In the second one, it is seen the behaviour in the elastic zone (linear). In the third one, the effect to the 
traction of the concrete because of the cracking decreases. The fourth interval shows the creep of steel and some 
contributions from hardening zones which continues to arriving to maximum load and then you get to the failure of 
the structural element. 
Fig. 5. Curve of load application versus displacement in the test. 
In Fig. 6 (a), it is possible to see the value of the b-value calculated for the whole bending test, Mogi K. (1962). 
The maximum amplitude range was between 36 dB and 93 dB approximately for 151400 AE events recorded. This 
graphic is a decreasing curve that represents the complete experience recorded where you can see that there are lots 
of AE events of low amplitude than those of high amplitude. This would be associated with microcracking 
phenomenon that prevails over macrocracking phenomenon during the test; Shiotani et al. (1994, 2000), PAC 
(2004). The outside of linearity behaviour, that is to say the greater dispersion regarding the calculated regression, is 
observed during the first stage charging experience where a redistribution of load applied is produced to the flexion 
points of hydraulic actuators and at the last part where the beam is close to breaking, the number of events present 
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are less and accumulated signal amplitudes almost tripled. As seen in the last stage to breakage neighboring drastic 
fall of number of events associated with the process of coalescence of microcracks in macrocracks. From the 
cumulative frequency distribution of amplitudes was obtained overall b-value was b = 1.78 for all the detected 
events by two sensors for all recorded events.  
 
Fig. 6. (a) graphic of the accumulated frequency of the AE events versus the maximum amplitude for all the test in a semi-logarithmic scale and 
its lineal correlation in this scale.; (b) values of b-value in function of the percentage of the load up to the crack of the test pieces. 
In Fig. 6 (b), it is shown, firstly, the values of the calculated b-value, having into account the criterion of 
partitioning the total number of samples into 25 parts, that corresponds with a load percentage (in 4%) from the load 
end to which the beam was submitted. The b-value has a range of values from 1.2 to 1.9 and provides information of 
processes where microcracks prevail over macrocracks and the b-value increases, on the other hand where the 
macrocrack processes have more relevance over microcracks, this value decreases, Hyun-Do (2010). The same 
graph presents an oscillatory behaviour of the b-values with the load increasing which are the indicators of the beam 
state according to the percentage of the applied load. It is possible to appreciate two stages, one up to 55% of load 
and the other from now on this value up to 100%. In the first one it is possible to see, in spite of the present 
oscillations, a clear increasing tendency of the b-values where it is shown the dominating processes are the 
microcracks over macro, given an increase tendency to the curve; in the second stage, exceeded the 55% of load, 
(b) 
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despite the presented oscillations, it is seen a net decreasing tendency, prevailing macrocracking processes over the 
micro. This process is repetitive until the greater damage the structure can support is reached with the final 
catastrophic failure, reaching the absolute minimum b-value. 
In Fig. 7, it is shown a graphic of a medium frequency in function of RA and there it is possible to see the stress 
distribution within the material produced fissures and cracks to cause beam rupture. Values at the right of the 
sloping line are events for pure shear effects; in the adjacent left and right are the mixed type effects and at the left 
are events for the traction effects. This technique is used to classify the type of cracks produced, which is widely 
used and has been standardized by 2003 JCMS norm. 
 
Fig. 7. Medium frequency graph based on RA. 
 
Graph in Fig. 8 shows the RMS evolution as a function of the load, there indicates low accumulated events to 
microcracking stages and a significant change in the register with the appearance of macrocracks in the outside of 
beam. 
Fig. 8. Graph of mean square value of the amplitude in function of the load. 
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4. Conclusions 
Many AE events are represented by features amplitudes on the order of 35 dB associated with processes of 
microcracking beam tested, the events with higher amplitudes are decreasing in quantity and of greater amplitude 
are present near the end of the test where macrocrackings dominate. 
According to the values of b-value obtained could be seen that there are two different stages in the first one with 
b-value increased up to 55% of final load where the prevailing microcracking in the beam and the second stage from 
55% load where the macrocracking is present. 
The RA analysis allowed the determination of kind of stresses and the zone where predominates each one. 
In the particular case of this test, the RA analysis showed a higher density of localized events in the mixed zone 
(flexion-shear). 
This work showed that by using these three analysis tools: b-value, medium frequency/RA and RMS/load 
information can be obtained which is of importance to define severity of damage to structural elements in service. 
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